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PREFACE

This paper. one of a series of monographs being issued by the Office of
/Career Education. is written primarily for those working in career education.z particularly those who have an interest in the relationship oi career education

to the liberal arts:

role liberal arts has play ed preparing individuals for careers. and to examine )The purpose of this monograph is to provide an historical perspective to the

the role it will have to play if the liberal arts are to remain a meaningful and
useful education.

The question of the relationship between career education and liberal a
education has often been raised, in some cases. the traditions eral

education have been seen as incompatible with the empb s of career
education This essay argues that the tradition of the liWal arts is compatible
with the goals of career education and that some new forms of liberal
education which are developing havge much in common with more recent
formulations of the goals of the career education program

The argument has four parts.

First. it examines recent definitions of career education
as an education calculated to ask with particular clarity
what a person's vocational and life purposes are:

Second. it examines the history of liberal education
from the twelfth through the eighteenth centuries as an
education also calculated to refine people's vocational
skills and shape their life purposes.

Third, it examines deviant nineteenth century tradi-
tions which argue for the separation of education from
the formation of vocational or life purposes in the
interest of a pursuit of "knowledge for the sake of
knowledge",

Fourth, it displays how the older marketplace version
of libera ucation also persisted through the nine-
teenth tury up to today and how effective modern
versions of this sort of education have'emerged which
emphasize that a liberal arts education must be open to
the real world, respectful of the pluralistic cultural
history of the country` and of the mode of the culture I

' . which it serves, dedicated to inviting the student to
define his life purposes and career purposes in relation
to his group, and conducted in a sufficiently small :.,



group so that a full sense of participation in. and_
ownership of. the educational process is felt

recommendation is simple Recent changes in the mod4, of liberal
eduntion are consonant with recent proposals for change in the organization
of the common schools 3nd of industry. changes which are designed to make
each of these more effectire agents of careeF education. It tollows then that the
new career education.and a reformed liberal arts study can support each other
and must do so Career education can coninbute its concern for making
education ask the question "What am I for')." "What is m 1":" it can
contribute its explicit knowledge of new management modes and new wa f
building institutions to bridge the distance between the marketplace and the
classroom window The liberal arts can contribute their experience of long
standing in relating theory and practice and the experience and skill which they
hare recently picked up while developing units to bridge precisely the same
distance which career education is supposed to bridge. The-cluster college. thq.
field work center. the ",without walls" university. the contracted in-community
practicum for looking at the practical implications and limitations of a
theoretical formulation



One should not have to write a statement about the relationship between
the liberal arts and education for a career Most Americans who think of
themselves as having careers "career diplomats." "career bureaucrats," "career
women." "career poets" think of themselves as free women and men,
educated in a liberal fashion. Career education is supposed to prepare people
for work in the sense of "lice's work" to assist women and men to become
complete unahenated persons having a purpose for living and acting. It may be
argued that education which prepares people to be purposive individuals and
part of a purposive society is the only kind of education that social groups can
sustain with any intensity of econorruc ur spintual,support. Vie may have had
plenty of education for stupidity. in Jules Henry's phrase, and- plenty of
education for alienation. in Kenneth Kenruston's. But that is not what we pay
for Vie pay for an education' which will make us free and endow us with
purposiveness.

Career educsation, for one reason or another, partly because of the
circumstances in which . it was first proposed, has come under attack as diffuse,
anti-professional, anti-intellectual, and anti humanistic.' These charges may be
true of some of the forms of career education defined in some of the state or
local school districts or defined by the producers ofcareer education materials.
In this essay, I do not wish to speak to all of those 'forms. only to the
statement about Career Education contained in James O'Toole's Work in
America, that contained in James Coleman's (and others') Youth in Transition,
and those contained in the present U.S. Office of Education definition, and in
the present Federal legislation authonzing career education.2 As I understand
the Career Education described by these definitions, it is an effort.

To ask people, through education, to conceptualize
their lives in terms of some extended or longterm
meaning fulfilled in service to others;

To move both education and the world of work
toward more decentralized and 'democratic' or
'participatory' modes of making decisions, setting
goals, and assessing what has been done in an
institutional context so as to reduce the elements of
coercion and alienation.

To :develop' meaningful relationships between the
village square and the academic grovesdeveloping a
whole senes.of structures for bringing together the
worlds of work, education, childreating, and culture
which would involve universities without walls,



learning networks, work-study situations in which
theory\ks used to transfarm the work situation, and
so forth.

Career education is thus a program to create a new sense of purpose- for
lndividual hues, to create a new sense of democratic responsibility and
self-fulfillment to our overly-mecharuzed, ,bureaucratized central work and
study institutions. and, at the community level, to recreate the sense of

--paenci*ion, consonance, and collegiality among the institutions of a
community, particularly--amolig- those_ wthich reach into, and out from
education.'

A name, a misused Alonceptiori7e-tieftmitai can destroy a program. But on
the other hand, names can give a program its sense of integrity and mission.
The recent, most vigorous sponsors of the career education,bill were Senator
Hathaway and Representative Quie, hardly repressive figures. The persons who
have contributed in a major way to the ideology of Career Education include
persons whose work could hardly be considered products of racism, secular
puritanism, or hatred for_iouth 4 such persons as James Coleman, James
O'Toole, and Tom Green. It will not do to argue that, if some springs of a
program are polluted, therefore no useful waters can flow from it. I wish in this
essay to argue that the history of the liberal arts in the Western world pnor to
the nineteenth" century is the history of a movement designed to make men
more purposive in their service to others and more creative in using theory or
research to transform work and that what is needed now is (1) a recapturing of
the old vision, and (2) a rejection of its anti-democratic bias as well as of the
apparent elitist or classist biases of some early forms of career education. If
these two things are done-and they are in the process of being donewe may
well be able to use the new emphasis on bnnging together the school and the
marketplace to make both more decent places, I wfsh to treat first of the
history of liberal education in this connection and then of its filture.

I

The original medieval conception of the liberal arts gavense to the twelfth
century schools and the thirteenth century universities. The technical
distinction between the liberal arts and the practical arts as it was set forth in

4- Roman times ,was not a p2Ti1 ularly meamngful distinction to the masters of
the twelfth century in that the conditions of freedom and of " Lavery" had
changed radically by tfie thirteenth century. However, some kno ledge of the
classical background.is necessary to an understanding of the 1 er shifts. 'The
hberal arts, according to those who thought about them in cl cal nines, were
the arts which belonged to a free man, responsible and capable of determining
his own direction, whereas the technical arts were those of a slave who had to

2
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be guided as to purpose and could learn only the tricks of the trade.'The
difference lay in the degree of responsibility which one could take for one's
own labor. For must classical thinkers, the study of the liberal arts was never
divorced from work and general civic aLtivity.6 Aristotle develops another
conception much admired in The nineteenth century of the free man, the man
given over to eudaemontathe intellectual contemplation of "leisure which

_ _ looks on the nature of things" examining them for what they are as apart. from _
any civic appropriation.7 Tragedy, to Aristotle's world, is desig,ned to appeal to
eudaemonistn man. Aristotle's picture of the leisure, ur the free, cpss as given
over to eudaernonta is at variance with Plato's tougher picture of the
eOntemplative as a man who looks on the image of justice and is also the ruler
of the ideal r/epublic.8 It is from Plato that Cicero develops his somewhat
similar Roman republican vision of the educated man as contemplative and
ruler simultaneously In Cicero's Republic (modeled on Plato's but set in
history), the dream of Scipio is used as a vehicle pcr telling Scipio how to rule
the commonwealth of Rome and how to serve the common profit of the
people there. And Scipio's conception,,of the jlistinction between the liberal,
and the practical foreshadows the medieval conception. Chaucer paraphra
Cicero's conception nicely

.

Dianne preyede hym Scipion to telle hym al
The wey to come into that hevene
And he seyde, "Know thyself first-inunortal,
An4 look ay besyly thow wercke and wysse
To commune profit, and thow shalt not mysse
To comen swiftly to that place deere
That ful of blysse is and of soules cleere.9

Cicero's own mandate, put in the mouth of Scipio the Elder, is clearer as to
the consequences of right contemplation

Nothing that occurs on earth, indeed,js more
gratifying, to that supreme Godwho rules the
whole universe than the establishment of associations
and federations of men bound together by precepts
of justice which are called 'Commonwealths.' °

Indeed, Cicero is not far from setting forth the paradigm for the "liberal
arts" in the middle ages. The development of the conception of liberal
education as we know it comes from the twelfth century growth unjler the
auspicesrbf Christian secular clergy in'Parii and environs and, to some degree,
in the English mid-country, of those grammar schools which foreshadowed the
development of the University of Paris and Oxford and Cambridge.' I The

most helpful introduction. to :those schools were written by schoolmen
themselves: Hugo St. Victor, his Didascalion, and John of Salisbury, his
Meta/ogzcon.12 Whereas many things went into the resurrection of humanistic
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studies/ the schools of the twelfth century. it is clear that a primary impetus
fur tticiir growth was the hope that, by studying more deeply in the subjects of
theztrivium and qulidriviurn. men would learn how better to explain the Bible
so4s to live. in, a collective sense. inure purposefully charitable lives. The
revi at pf exgesis-was connected to an effort to create a cadre of priests and
Biblical exegetes who could serve the parishes more effectively. The three
verbal subjects in the triviuin (rhetoric. grammar, and logic) were studied as,
means to understand the verbal surfaces of the scriptural texts (and also
classical texts). the four scientific subjects of the quadrivium (music, geometry,
arithmetic, and astronomy )% were taught to impart an understanding of the
nature of things 43..) that tin scriptutes,soett-), and expeitences.)thk:h_depended
on seentlitdnieg in, iTutgi vv-6u111 be understoud`r 3: Sit lientS who at -

the schools of Paris and mid-cOuntry England were often neh "careei,sch
They were men who were in 'search of a purpose and a place A place at the
secular or ecclesiastical courts. in the diplomatic or legal corps. TheirPeriod inv,-

-school was not unrelated to a pirposive and a vocational emphasis.' 4

Indeed, the whole discipline of the liberal arts in the twelfti entlay was
directed toward the discovery of purpose in life. Hugo of S iotor speaks of
the quadrivium and tiivium as designed to help people u rstand the Words of

rytitZtexts and e things of nature in a Gay winch leads The double love of God
and jie ghbor, the guiding purposes of man's ex me. I 5

Whether such goals
Nyefe,always kept in mind or not is not entry clear, but it is clear that men
who studied and ponde'red and argued an gave their lives or a good portion of
their lives to books in the twelf 1 ce y4 did see themselves as finding new
meaning for those lives Tins m ani day have,,been, in the case of an Abelard
an ascetic peaning very rem to f ni the meanings which most modernmen
are likely to find as a cons 4uee o iberal" or any other study.

I Tin, gh. re senses as if through certain windows
there is/tonn d an entrance into the soul for vices. The
capityf and tronghold and fortress of the mind cannot
be ,seize unless the hostile army passes through its

tes. anyone is delighted by the circus, by the
conte of athletes, by the gestures of actors, by the
beauty of women, by the splendor of gems, or of
clothes, or of other similar things. the liberty of the
mind is captured through thcKvindows of the eyes, and

1 he prophetic saying is fulfilled. "Death is come -up
through our windows" jJer 9 211. Thus when battle
wedges of the passions enter into the fortress of our
minds through these portals, where is the mind's
liberty' its tortitude its thought of God? Especially

.when the sense of touch pictures, for itself p st
pleasures, and through memory forces the mind a

cert.ain'way to suffer them and in a way to experience
them, what does the mindnot actually perform?

4
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Moved by these reasons many philosophers have
relinquished the crowds-of the.cines....

The Pythagoreans, declining this kind of resort,
used 40 live in solitary and deserted places. Even Plato
himself, although he may have been a wealthy man
whose couch Diogenes used to trample down with
muddy feet, in order that he might devote himself to

. philosophy chose for'his Academy a villa remote from
the city that was not only wasteland but unhealthy as .

:..^We.11; so that ,\the fo.re of libido might be broken '
through the care and anxiety of, diseases,. and so that
his Maple's might find no other pleashres except' in
those things they learned.' 6

°

Abelard seems to propose a purely "removed" onception' of intellectual
life. But given the twelfth century's conception the function of the liberal
arts, as practical and purposive, it is not altogetherkurprising that even an
Abelard, one of the great teachers of the tw7rfth century and one of its great
contemplatives, developed the orderly pr Is of a model society, the convent
of the Paraclete where through the tau ical and work routine designed by
him, the Paraclete duns carried into w ship, action and work, his vision of an

ascetic society ' 7 -

Generally theoretical studies/ inn the liberal arts of the twelfth century
schools were fitted to giving one a sense of religious - philosophic purpose for
life and potent in pin one some of the skills necessary for action in the upper/ '"7

reaches of the ecclesiastical or civil courts, they were also important tools i9
the shaping of the, tasks of the.,praCtical or vocatipsnal artist. Otto von Simon
has shown how the Gothic cathedrals of the late twelfth.and early, thirteenth
centuries, from the Abbey at St, Denis to the Cathedral at Chartres, were
informed, in their architectural design and workmanship, by a sense of
ntimerologyi proportion, and ,harmony developed by quadrivium studies, and
by their metaphysics of light. lie has also shown how much of the architectural
adornment of the medieval cathedral grew out of trivium studies of the Biblical
iconography and symbolism," The great cathedrals of the twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries 'were not simply a product of art for the sake of art: they
were an etdolon through which the civilization mediated its on sense of what

it was and. what was its purpose for being, an artifact in which the intellectual,
the tecluiician, and the clerical politician collaborated andin which their roles

overlappel.

The practical functions for the li eral arts study did not change radically
with the rise of the university in the thirteenth century: Anyone who has
scoured the bibliography of Oxford scholars covering the thirteenth through
the early sixteenth centuries done by A. B. Emden will discover how closely

4 b



'the "liberal arV,'', curriculum of Vve medieval university was attached to specific
vocations The vocations of bureaucrat. clerk of the coin t,fiarish priest, parish

4t) clerk, barrister.' lawye,r, diplomatic courier, ind diplomat ' The medieval
university "liberal arts" program was a career edit,ation program which
provided people with the basic skills necessary to a whole range .ot
quasi-legal. and ecclesiastical vocations requiring literacy ui Latin. a capacity to \
do a careful exegesis and applacatron of once...), another -kind of text.
sophistication in logical analysis and argument, and a range of formal,orahirical
and disputationat skills It is difficult to trace exactly when these so-called
"arts.ot,the free map" 'came to he deemed important to jeaders in 411e civil
courts as well. it is clear that by the late fourteenth century with the courts of'
Charles. V, Of_ France and Richard II 1.)f faigland, the'secular prince add his
_bureaticractWeie also expected to know the liberskt arts t carry on then
business ancillok simply to detiend on clerks 2°/'

^

As:the lustory,d Western educationyfiSgresses thew &tie few radical changes
in the basic medieval ideology with respect to liberal education. In the
sixteenth c.entury, there is something of a fightwitfi respect to the inclusion of
the mathematical subjects basic to sixteenth and seyenteeinhcetitury science
on die grounds 4th Alf the superior theoretic...II outent of the new information
and its possible actical applicatton. There is a continuing debate with respect
to the uses of rhetoric an relation to grammar and dialect ice-whether grammar
ought to 'be placed in the grammar school or in the university and whether it
ought to be placed in either place primarily for its theotetical. scholarly
content or for its practical value in assisting people tri tlw writing of letters and
the performing of routine civic responsibilities:21"There is the Rainistic debate
about rhetoric as the search for persuasive truth or\ the search simply for
persuasive capacitya debate'very germane to our tinics.22 But all of these
were debates as to the form of the practicbl uses of liberal education, not as to
,whether it was a practical. career-oriented pursuit.

In more recent times the_ ancient modern ,'debate at the end of the
seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth century, whethtr.the
"ancient" (classical) or "modern" (Renaissance and postRenaissance scientific
and vernaculari subjects in the liberal urriculurn were valuable. did not change
the prevailing sense that liberal studies- were to inform the wisdom,
purposefulnes§, 'and practical sense of the career man. Swift's Munodi, the
fictional representative of theftancients, is a learned practical farmer with a
strong sense ofti3areer, Sprat. on the othe,r,liand, said that the moderns would
produce Bacon's "New Atlantis " What was in dispute was whether certain
empirical studies and certain reinterpretai,ions of the physical world developed
by the modern physical scientists -ought to-be Included in the curriculum to
maximize its practical usefulness. Neither side in the ancient- modern contro-
versy took the_view that the function of the liberal disciplines was learning for
the sake of learning. The function 'of the new disciplines was purposive and
practical The -advocates of the Royal Society's position speak .of "the

*:
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pioniotion of useful knowledge." or "useful ads" (Bacon tkfore
spoken in the same vend. The early Roy dt Society menibers. fetters to The ki
and to the various patrons stress the trsyful lob-relate,c1 J,:nriten,r latifot In the" -4
theoretical investigatron which were"abvut to be Pursued The win& design of
the: Roy.al SOC,,tay--.;sas-11Fowl-ff UT° 7iFainst , the,, background. of =die new
purposefulness whiCJI the na un lio'ped lt, v(otild/Ittlop tindei!::harles Was,
pail of the rov al as, eircleileytinal Ali, Jaw ning 01 a 'few 13efftfsfr-style

monarch's

Obviously the seventeenth dilj.gigiTteenril centuries, also, saw k Agry th of
tile' unfversily v"gentlernati," t hfC antiquarian, the camel-sit). :grand tkya°rtsj"'- ,

.eflete and dccadgm. productsrof ages of wo:t1111 and'Ill wealtIr.,, cla:s:ts for *:

vh can learning sit as,a dec.'sura turn John cieldIld's .11e,ntitrsW. ail Ox fq tV'Si.holar .,
iitrif,cts ,tylai liberal hi h,v1tcatton for, the eighteenth centuty yentleman « ,

c Id smell more4 the boudoir than the study trid could fie Prettey. largely
e ' o r c e d from. Jet senseor Litter, 'vo;:ation. or tiles work. and- Kennett --,,

Charlton re-tnaf tvw the' grand.four lost
)
the practOar ftinc.tkons which., e,

earlier riods li' attfibuttd C/o/ ,,.
,..

« ' 0,-,", ; 1 4 t2«

\ , Wliereas then ilief 1purpfirp of4lie,Grand 'Tour, f it ie
eightvrilb cenToryi was cultural, thiiWas not thereasc f / a ,zt
in Its nascent' years to the sphee;ntlIjind seventeenth \ a.
centuries Then the aim wfis strictly34'"useful" and

."practical", to gain practical experience of other
countftes of foreign people, of their languages, 5nd of
the terraitrand resources of these countries, all of T

it which would be useful in 'a 'future diploinatic or
Political career 244

.«,

.

At the same time as the Latin language was Lea4ing to be- the vernacular for
ecclesiastical, diplomatic.. legal and learned discussion, Latinistsliegan to argue
for Latin ,rs mental discipline" independent of civic usefulneS,s; when the
trivium-quadrivium teaming of the ojd schools lost its clear civic functions, iit

too became "useful as a discipline." Tlus. Charles W. Lliot, in his groat 4article,
' What is a Liberal Education," (1884) could, looking backward, argue that the
"mental rdiscipline" developed by a study of Luclid and Archimedes Could in
no way be replaced by modern "analytic mathematics" (i.e.. algelfra, analytical
geometry, calculus. quaterniov) which might be more'practical bu less ,useful
for 'factual traming.2 5

Siniu ancous with the eighteenth and early nineteenth entufy develop-
ment. f a range of conceptions of education divorced fro ocation and from
life purpose come the gradUal .dissolution of the old w Id of villages, sivi;111

group organizations, guild/and corporations described n, Jan Van den erg's
Changitzkpth ire of Stan, s world Uhler did not chi e radically in ruraLarcas
between the fourteenth and. eighteenth centuries e.The. new wotld was a

' , ,



v. odd ut mobile popul,,Itions in Europ,. Al .Asia
them: .;,,t rcutuated and alienated W, _:Hassi>e W.
equallx masste and alienating neighbotoois It V..!.
Ne--enungly >et aside the Id cmununal the ciyic and
claimed a kb% mr-...tn:r a w..rid_seek:ng a w_qiar,r,h
of Reason aftd I- ne,rience it was ,0* Ol'id h,n1-..

possible -with all the go J and bad That that Irrp,c,

Amc-rica Id between
afin.g. ryqst. and

oil which had
which had

,pied h!, e muses
were

ti

The nineteenth century -s tha. watcfrined m ',orte the world of
Fielding and Austin to, the world of Di,:keric t a world where
pducauon and liberal ezincati hale di:icrent purpys., in elatior isoth to pos
and hie - purpose The qd yo,,tati(T7oriented -Iiheral o: the ancien regime
had lost both their idiorNand functions The French R .-solution required that
the educated dilettantism of the fld master classes. if it was to 9.,nise. become
a deeper thine and be gn.en serious justifications the torch had passed
from the urrversity to those centers outside theuniseisizy where science le the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centurl.:> had had its primary development and
from the petty school to the trade sOnols whose factories prepared y oung men
and women for the ino'h44-11.-alled manual en- ses Whereas the Froch
Resolution had created the theory of a p schooling which is free,
universal, compulsory. and Utditanan- ye lowing full scope for the do elop-
ment of -humai understanding without any need of supernatural revela-
tion -21 its great destructive work was to uproot the Latin-based inslitutions-
of order and their .,9nception of human learning and its grearseallife
achievement was to establish the centers ofpragmatic studs called "intltitu tes

In the English speaking wigld, no French Res lution and no Napoleon
red the basic structure Of ifistitutions. but the of vocational order ailkalse

the old aristocratic order were as surely things e past. in impulse if not in
behavior Bentham's educationtpapers and his University College are the
dividing place in England. betokening the rise of utilitarianism rn education 28
The new ora-er wasither to be a hillier dilettante t. a defending of university
study as every whefe concerned with mental discipline 'as separated from
contingencies. or rt w s to an c rder which made unnersity liberal studies"
servants of industry. of a scientific vocation. and of the new applied
policy -studies suchsasjeconomics.

ti
# Newman and Mill spoke for the first conception Neuman could both point

/oat that eighteenth and early nineteenth century scientific advances had not
been made in the "liberal arts" 4rversives and also argue\for a university
centered in liberal education defined as "knowlene which stanc on its own
pretensions, which is independent of sequel. expects Tit, complement,-refuses to



b Inc'trmed 6r. Jr tTclstr absorbed into any art 9...Mill. µho A as at the

other rd )t the spe.trum tram \ ewman argued in his inaugural
add v as Rey St And. As fora uni%ersitv µhich did not "tit men for
xJite s nc a ellhoo-d making them ".}.riled lawyers and
pl.si,iarr -.4 engineer, hut ra ter capable and cultured hurmin beings "30
On the ,'th: T H 11.1.1e wh,) had a position similar to Mill's at
Aherdcr,n L r.ser,i einrhasir,..1 the importame of ,cmtingent learning as
ailman,,n and plas:d r.du.attor at the heart of the Industrial. and
.ornrourity _ntc-rr:se

One can observe the dialect. between the utilitarians and the purists in
I ngland metaph(n,J1ly represented it the tension between Dickens' Gradgrind
1 the utilitarian edu,ator natured in Hard Tunes) and his Sleary . of Sleary's
Cmus, also an edu.Jtor working Kith the pure materials of the imagination 32
The dispute also gas: rise to Hastings Rashdall's great nineteenth century
history of the medieval university which drastically undercut the purist's
position in pointimr. out that w-hat Victorians understood by culture was
unappreciated by the medieval intellect and that the medieval universitiesWere
eventually con,emed with professional training for life's work '33

In .Armenca. the same ;wiles were joined between the Jeremiah Day and the
Charles Eliot types, the one hand, and the George E Howard types. the
proponents of the klorrill A, the Drexel Instituje. on the other Howard,
in 1S81. is very clear Jr.outA hat the sta e .1Jelsits and the state school are
for

The ,ommon school as a political institution is already thoroughly affiliated
with other members eat the social body It no longer sustains merely a
relation to the social organign, it has become a part of it it is a township in
miniature, whose meeting N otes taxes and makes by -laws as naturally as does
the town meeting itself

The secularization, of higher edus.ation has been a matter of much slower

growth. and the causes are not far to seek. In method, organism, and
sometimes in spirit, the foundations of the colonial era Aere reproductions

Cambridge or Oxford colleges The principal defects of the English
system A'ere perpetuated The English universities were modeled directly
upon the University of Paris, and therefore Acre dominated by monastic.*
tradations They were state institutions placed in subordination to a church
estallishment Most of the early American colleges A ere intended pras.n-
4ally7to be the same In fact, if not always in theo. they represented the
union of church and state. They were treated pninanly 'to provide a learned
tninistry, and next for the general publi. good Divinity, mathematics. and
the dead languagesthe principal elements of the traditional "classic"
course, until a few years since the only honorable part ot. our curriculum
were thechiel subject 4vf study .
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A second and more important step was taken in 1862 By the Morrill Act
of that year one of the noblest monuments of American statesmanship.

fiery State is given thirty thousand acres of larhi "in place or its
equivalent in "scrip,- for each of us Senators and Representatives in
Congress. for the purpose of endowing at least one college. where the
leading object shall be. "without excluding other scientific and classical
studies. and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as
are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in order to promote the
liberal and practical education of the andustrial classes in the several pursuits
and profess Here the central thought is utility, to do something.

r society which the existing colleges are not doing In his own words, the
fundamental idea of Senator Morrill vv..--,to assist -those much needing
higher education for the world's bus.m.

One important element of a real university is inherent in the very nature
of a university supported by the State. she must., when fully developed, aim
at the unmersztas of knowledge. for her curnculurra must satisfy the
demands of a complex and progres.iive society, whose creature she is First
of all, a helping hand must be extended to the industries. The natural and
physical sciences hold, and must continue to hold, a very high place in the
academic life. Costly laboratories tilled with expensive appliances are
rapidly appearing These challenge public appreciation, and money therefore
is freely supplied Nor are studies sometimes regarded as less practical
neglected Classical and modern philology have found a congenial home in
the West Sanskrit has gamed zealous votaries bey ond the Missoun. There.
also. a laboratory 'of psy cho- physics has just been erected by a disciple of
Wundt Colleks bf medicine and law are likewise coming in response to
popular demand. For in few things is the State more deeply concerned than
to the growth of medical science. and in an age of social revolution, when
every part of our legal and constitutional system is being probed to the
bottom when legislation is resorted to more and more as a heal-all for every
public ill, real or imaginary. the State surely has urgent need of an.educated
bar as a safeguard to herself

C}
But in no way does the state university discharge per public trust more

faithfutty than in the,study of those questions which directly concern the
life and structure of' our social organization. Administration, finance.
constitutionaln history . constitioional law. comparative politics, railroad
problerhs. corporations. forestry. chanties, statistics, political economy-a
crowd of topics. many of which. a few years ago. were unheard of in the
schools. are being subjected to scientific treatment Unless I greatly

Ausa pprehendithe nature of the crisis which our nation has reached. it is in
the absolute necessity of providing the means of instruction in these
branches that we may find a very strong. if not unanswerablc:, argument in
favor of the public support of higher education. Henceforth the State must
concern herself with the economics of government and with tfrepM-61
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of the social organism The fact is that in the science of administratioh,
municipal. state. or central, we are as a ran notoriously ignorant
Beguiled by the abundance of our resources. weThave allowed ourselves to
become awkward and wasteful in nearly every department But the growing
discontent and miser, ,ft the people admonish us that the time for reform
tras come Hereatter taxation and finance. the tariff and corporations. labor
and capital. social evils and the civil service. must absorb the attention of
statesmen How. all These things are precisely the problems which can be
solved successfully only by specialists Surely the outlook is full of promise,
I do not believe that in the end the ideal of culture will be lowered by a too
fierce utilitartanism True. a new standard of t;ultture. may be established,
one which shall adios' itself from generation to generation, ac,.e' ording to the
conceptions of an advancing cndiiation and,a new definition of culture
may be constructed one which shall embrace the industries and the
mechanic arts.'

The riev:, universi4.1s t'o be secular. the servant of industry and the State. It
is to prepare people for the vocations and professions. It is to lead in the
democratisation 0,,ucletv4,and the production of affluence It is to be liberal
in its concern to-provide people with theoretical and scientific perspectives for
handling day -to-da) indastnal actwities and secular urns formation of human
valuesdrawing its inspiration from no single sectarian forms. The new
university is to be large. Germanic and specialized. Howard's viewi,has -
prevailed in America One would wager that well over fifty per cent of
America's y outh who enter higher education attend institutions like those
which Howard envisaged,

Howard's 1881 view of what, the universities and common schools were to
be made sense to those who ruled American education as long as there was a
widespread belief-

That what industry and government were doing for America was benign,
a not uncommon assumption during ,the period "when the'West was
Won."'

That the university as a secular institution served a variety of commu-
nines which did have roots, assisting all in a neutral Sy-hi-Metrical way.

That the life purposes of people were formed by their own religi us
communities or by some common consensus-based sense of idtional
moralityin Howard's vision a morality free of class spirit, filled with a
sense of social duty, honest, truthful. manly. sincere, conscientious and
concerned to try all things at the bar of "teaching by investigation

Such a vision of the university is essentially what America has had as its
"career education-liberal arts university "_for the last ... y. The schools have
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emulated the universities, particularly the comprehensive high sk.houls The
vision has served well some segments of the society those descnbe-ilatet
beginning of this section It cannot serve entirely adequately in a new nod

Now large segments of our populace do not accept on thcannot so
believe that the intentions of industry and government re benign. that the
university or the common schools have served all rimunities. equally Few
would argue that "life purpose" can safely be left out of education because it LS_

adequately handled by religion And almost no one would Say that there is a
melting pot common morality .assented to by all decent Cultures and people in
the country.

The school and higher education have ceased to be the servants of society
and become its endsits primary social institu nulls. having a budget larger than
the military. monster-mothers in which the citizen can be eggcrated and
protected from socially "full participation" as much as he is exposed to it. in-
which large numbers of youth can be kept from finding responsibility or work
and In which they may be defended. by a questioning mode, froi:n ever making
the leaps which are required for finding a purpose

The new "liberal arts career education" university or common school. if it is
to amount to any thing, will have to have a new ethos and purpose and will
have to show several things

It will have to show that the .processes of industry and government are
sufficiently- open. qufficiently participatory and concerned for citizen-
worker interest, to earn a confidence which will inspire some faith iii
education related to each. Educltion related w industry and government.
whether career education or any other sort of education, must, on the
other hand, emphasize the critical as well as the acculturatiOnal functions
of ,ed$sation sufficieritly to insure "full participation" to young and
aditilt citizens on gri3unds other thamvt.limizatton. In connection with

M understanding modern bus this would. at the least, mean education
in such matters as the nature and structure of modern capitalism,
alternative modes bf,otganizing work and workspaces. the nature of the

1 stock market, of modern power structures, of legal rights and constraint,
Dn modern labor. It would include education in the relationships betweeri
Work, education, and play (expressive activity) and in the charactenstics .
of pre-industrial, and industrial and post-industrial sdpeties in each of
these areas. It would bring people into a living relationship with the
histdry -of labor unions and other agencies designed to secure a

participatory voice for labor, including education intuch matters as labor
law arid -the expressive culture of the labor movement. It would talk
about how licensing end placement pr ce s work. Similar thing& might
be said about the governmental processe



It will have to show that the university and the common schools can
torespond betterin d more neutral w to the constituent interest groups

to which they relate They should be . to do this along lines set forth.
v.ith)espect to testing, by Justict Douglas in the De Finds case and in
other areas along lines set forth b' a series of court decisions summarized
by Lawrence Freeman In his "Some Legal Developments and Their
Possible impact on the Future of Education

It will have to show that .the community and education can provide
institutionsreligious or seculafin which people's life purposes can be
formed or in which the question of life purpose is seriously tested in
interaction with a human group with whom the young person identifies
and )n which he has the nght to "maximum emplcrS,ment" and "full
participation Such groups would puke no assump/tions. bey ond those
asserted by the courts. as to the "uniformity of common values in
America They would admit, for each ctilt7t[re and community, that
there are different way s of coming to a sense of citizenship. obligation to
the group. and "participation."

Such an education would recognize that, in a mobile sccular society. the
condition of anomie is er) genelal and that its being overcome is likely to
depend on the creation of new sorts of soo31 institutions in which, following
Ly tton and Scott and Van den Berg and other UNESCO ituch9,r400ne stands
alone. work is not separated from play or recreation. in which the important
groups are small and open: and in which continuity istsustamed exioressive

institutions ustornsi, traditions. attitudeswhich give both education and
labor meaning.3.s

. .

One form of "liberal education" which career education might support.
might well be like that described in the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges 1973...accreditation report for Johnston College

Students and faculty wee on the selection of courses (seminar and
tutorial) offerings for each semester and negotiate next the nature of
student and faculty responsibility for the conduct of the course-: Each
studtrit actually renders a written record of his intentions for the course,

0 against which luefinal performance is compared by the instructor in 3''a
written evaluation that replaces letter grading. Accountability covers faculty
performance. too, with each instructor's work evaluated in separate written

"..- reports by eacli student. (These reports comprise official evidence that
enters into the process of faculty retention and re-hiring.)

.
`This supply - and demand model within a system of shared power between

stu is and faculty means that neithei party bendS" totally to the other's
purpose. --ie faculty appears fully able to manage the unpredictable stresses
of contractU education. The pnmary identification of faculty seems to be
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with Johnston as a whole and thus to the unifying philosophy of
contractual agreements, faculty have imposed no detracting departmental
or other power structures on themselves not the segregating effects of the
standard ladder of academic ranks As we have already stated. faculty
members have arranged governance in such a manner as to facilitate their
Tule total engrossment to the task ot shaping and implementing an overall
medium of 1. ontraLtual learning

Johnston has increas R y opted for the development of this medium and
has become less beho den to specific contents of learning. Fixed categories
4.4' educational experience characterize almost all curriculum plans, John-
ston. however. haS.departed from this conventional pattern Its experimen-
tation has been daring, andas far as the Visiting Committee can judgeit
has been successful. From the inception of Johnston College, experimenta-
tion has been safeguarded by the abs'eticc of academic-departmental
structures. prescribed subject concentrations Vajors), or fixed graduation
requirements in terms of residemie or credit loads. and this has probably
beenpaaly, at leastthe secret of its success.

In giving such priority to the contract concept and to the excilorations
launched under it. Johnston is willing to confront and test the consequence
,c this learning medium, its pitfalls and its strengths. The near absence of
other systematic learning philosophies (such as core curricula) is a wise
avoidance of basically competing strategies that would likely obscure a clear
evaluation of the .read which Johnston has felt, more and more. is the right
one, for itself:'*

he off-campus pr am. aside from an immensely relevant curriculum
on ampus (relevant to Jo Rston students' and faculty members' present
nee s and interests and possible future needs and interests), is an exciting
and significant segment oflearning that takes place off-campus. The 1973'
Visiting Committee sampled this program by visiting one of the off-campus
programs at Indio where a group of Johnston students are working for a
year as intern correctionaYofficers in a Riverside County t tatty for
juveniles who lia)re been arrested. We cannot report in detaiLhere, but the
Visiting Comrtiftee members were delighted and favorably &pressed with
every aspect of this program. Our impression was that the educational
experiences gained there are of great value to the students. The students
were making decisions that had an important impact on peoples' lives.
Accordingly, they took their decision-making seriously, and they revealed a
sense of fulfillment when their decisions proved to be good.

As for other off-campus programs, judging by the written and oral
descriptions of them, we believe them also to be of high educational value.
It is important to see thisrvalue as central in Johnston's scale of priorities.
these programs are not primarily designed to give pre-professional training
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(though it is clear. as in the case of Indio. that they can a--ccomplish such an
objective quite nicely) but are seen as signzfwant means of meeting the
general liberal studies objectives of Johnston College.

Perhaps the boldest and most creative use of the contvict concept
involves the graduation contract Two years before his projected gptcluation,
the student prepares and presents a written record, in collaboration-With his
advisor, of educational work completed and a wntten proposal of work to
be done do suit areas of concentration corresponding with career commit-
ments. lior as man} time.. as the student may redefine his plans thereafter,
the graduation contract is presented to a standing graduation-contract
committee of faculty and students A separate student-faculty review

committee determines whether the work of the approved contract has been
satisfactorily done.

The tally between the practice and theory of the graduation contract is
impressive The student's quest to reconcile past record with future proposal
leads to contracts that are often profoundly incisive documents of
intellectual and personal development and identity The Visiting Commit-
tee's sample 'readings of these contracts in both 1'972 and 1973 and visits
both years to graduation-contract and graduation review, committees at
work impressed us with the urgency df the student's wish to reveal his
intellectual growth and experience and to have his competence rigorousls.
tested andrecognind by the College.

Students' responses in our interviews with them depicted Johnston as
providing an indispensable support to the depelopment of the full person
The graduation, contract was often singled out as the prime example of the
integrity shown by Johnston toward student development. Obviously,
graduation at Johnston is a culminating experience in a far larger sense Pan
elsewhere, for it can be more readily timed by the student to his own
rhythm and rates of mental and emotional growth rather than to the more
arbitrary clockwork of standard higher education.36

The. sort of education described in this Johnston College accreditation
reportdedicated to the development of purposefulness in a social milieu
and to a sense, of,work (job) as a by-product is but one sample of what
liberal arts career education ought to be. The sort of education described in
this accreditation report is "liberal " It is also consonant with the

definitions of what career education at its best can be, definitions and ru-
brics set down in the Federal legislation, the OE definition, and the general
prospectus provided in Youth in Transition'ilnd Work in America. It is hard
to see the education descnbed in the repoit as diffuse, anti- humanistic,
anti-intellectual, or incompetent. "Unprofessional" it may be, but if it is, it
is so only because the teaching profession has too largely - defined its sense of
profession in ways which isolate from criticism in the marketplace, from
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man's search for eaning/ and from efforts to practice activities important
to the seeker alter learning's conception of what a is to serve one's fellow
'Ilan. 37

I I I

One may extend thisargument.by looking forward to what the liberal arts
may have to contribute to career education, and vice versa, and to what next

/policy steps ought to be.

First' Arts and sciences colleges m universities or independent liberal arts
colleges have nothing tolear from the "rocatronahsm" of career education
Liberal arts training throughout the centuries has primarily been directed
toward 'the goals of serving one or another of a range of -vocations.3' Ou
students are taught, in "liberal studies" courses. in school and college, t
talk not only about what sort of a life they are going to live, but about wh-
kind of job they will have and about their life's work. Career Education c
serve the liberal arts not so much by altering their interest in "vocation- I t
making that mterest explicit and simultaneously 13$'!, insisting that lib= al '

education can he something more than education for a vocationthat i be
genuinely critical. If American educatiorrm the "liberal" sector suffers f 00
anything, it suffers from being too narrowly vocational and accommoda we.
Too often it does not provide people with alternative theoretical per pec-
lives which have'' real power in transforming the adjacent region's ecol gical
systems or the local culture's work spaces. the conditions of maim e of
oppressed cultures, and other significant political-cultural realities en -oun-
teretH-Tyriung people which might give them life-purpose.

Second Career education Can help liberal arts programs in school and
«Nege to he clearer about the ways in wluchieople can be assisted to
de loping their sense of purposefulness. One of the interesting features,
Ole of the happy features,,of American education is that it apparently does

have sonic. impact on the 4noral development of people. Recent studies by
Kenniston and Ger/on, Newcomb, Trent and Medsker, Perry, Kohlberg and
Sanford suggest that students conic to college with a lack of, what I shall
Lail for want of a better phrase. intelligent purposefuhiess.39 They believe
that things are either right or wrong. They arc without much capacity to
relate to other people or to make sense of the events around them. As they
develop in college, many students conic to the sense that everything is
relative, that there arc no norms, and that everything is a matter of private
judgment They are. as it were. on the edge of alienation a condition career
edukon designed to_remedy. Later they conic to a sense that they do

1

have a' set 01 norms, they can construct a meaning for themselves, but that
they have obligations to-sce into other persons' worlds and ways of doing



thimts To this final sense needs to be added one Arither sense. That is. that
they can surrender themselves to the Lominon profit of the social group to
which Mei, are committed and that they have theoretical tools which can be
used_in that surrendering Coleman addresses some of these problems in his
suggestions to career education ui Youth, but too little thinking and actual
program work n career education has gone into this area.40 To assist the
development of purposefulness, the teaching unit in the liberal arts collage
and in the schools will have to be smaller areal community.

/
Third The liberal arts segment of the schools and colleges of the ',alien
nuist contribute: to career education their present expertise the relating
4 refined

he cluster
crytheorc and practice- an expertise rened under the pr sure o the c

for relevancy in the 60's which issued in the develops nt of t
colleges, unirersities_gothout walls. field-based eLltia.a on, the career -based
institutions (such as Ferris State, The University of ALonsin at Green Bay,
and Evergreen State) and in special seminars like he Kent State Sociology
praLticum 4' The large land-grant institutio s of the ;country, such ,as
Mitklugan State and Alabama, as well as he new institutions such as

,vEtergr*,), have arucapat-1, ii- this e ort to 'fuse the civic and -the
rntellectlAlr to give people tools for fi a ng out what'they can do and what

they v.isl!, to he. This resource. treat =d apart from Federal funds,rtiresents
an investment of millions of doll s on She part of the state's and private
persons, and It can give us so sense of how such liberal stddies can be
used in the development of/th goals of career education.

Fourth: Career Ethically, cdn centr utg to liberal education a sense of the
humane theoretical considerations which c Into-dic rriunagentellr rf
education For instance. the U.S. Office of Education Career Educ non
can spare themselves an enormous amount of diffic ty if th , in
developing CompetericyB'ased Education, attend t. e critiqu of the
unscholarlthess and inhumanity of conventional ehaviorism ich have
been made by such linguists as Noam ChomSky, Courtney azden, Ron
....Wardaugh and individuals at the Center for Applied Linguistics.42 The,---

7
0 ice of Education and Federal officials administering or seeking to
stablish career education's importance in American education gem ly will

save themselves further difficulty, if in developing career educatiqn's
mandate for "full participation," they reject Taylorism and its narrow view
of the management of work and heed the concerns for the "purposive" and
"community building" factors in work and education set forth in recent
management research based on "liberal arts theory".

(The) relationship between authoritarianism and rigidity in the school-
room and the workplace-ith the implicit view of man as inherently
undisciplined and ignorant-probably has not directly occurred to
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modern educators. but the similant es between the processes ere clear
to Frederick Winslow Taylor, wl vrote.

No school teacher woul think of telling children in a general way
to study a certain book or s bjeLt. It is particularly universal to Aign
each day a definite lesson b ginning on one specified page and line
and ending on another, the best progress is made when a

definite study hour or period can be assigned in which the lesson must
be learned Most of us remain, through a great part of Our lives, in this

-respect, grown-up children, and do our best only ,Under pressure of a
task of comparatively short duration.

Although mass educatiOn may have served its purpose well of preparing
our youth for the kind of work served up in the past, the fact that
today's workers are not "grown-up children," but are revolting against
authoritarianism, fragmentation, routine, and other aspects of the
inherited workplace, suggests that th'e schools are anachronistic in their
"production" methods. The success of the schools in helping to produce
Industrial Man indicates they could be successful in helping to produce
the Satisfied Worker yet they are mired in the model of Industrial Man.

NIf to produce Industrial Mart, the schotta.d. to become an
mirror, a perfect introduction to industrial society," then

to help produce the Satisfied Worker, the schools need to become
another kind of anticipatory mirror, providing another perfect introduZ1
Lion to a changed world of work. It may be the case that a Satisfying
Education would be the best precursor of Satisfying Work, and, m that
sense, be a major component of "career" education. /

"If the goals of education were maintaining curipsity, maintaining and
building self confidence. inducing a sense of learning. and developing -

competence, education would be directly relevant.to the major needs
expressed by the workers.'Some of these, it may be recalled, are the
opportunity to use'one's ;kills and education to the full, tube reasonably
autonomous in doing one's work, to have a sense of aLLoinplishifient, and
to have the opportunity to learn while on the joh,"43

Such LritiLisms of the rigidities of the cotnmon schools and of industry, based
psychological theory which has a prorire'nt place in liberal arts colleges,

also has a meaning for those Lolleges which tick to rigid credit }lour- contract
hour units, use teacher assignments as 'the o ly mac of determining what
students are to study, and use large lock -step set. ion courses as the only means
of reaching the goals of mass education.

Finally, liberal arts eduLators in schools and Lolleges can look at themselves
with a view to possible restructuring in terms of the reLoiumelidatiOns

is
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ontained in Coleman's Youth. These recommendations are de 1 ied to make
education function to achieve the purposes which George Ht and identifie,d
for education but which now relate to a period of growing skepticism,
.Lidarism, and anomie not in intellectual circles only but in Me whole society

where few people have a sense of roots and few 'diddle level human groups
seem to count for Uny thing

The first reco'nunendations concern modifications of the high school, in
some cases supporting existing innovations in schools, and in others
proposing new directions. Two of these, closely relited, are the develop-
ment of more specialized schools, as distinct from current comprehensive
ones, and a reduction in size of high schools. A pattern of simultaneous
attendance at more than one specialized school makes possible both the
benefits of specialized schools and the benefits 01 small size. A third
proposal recommends the introduction of roles other than student role for a

,

young person in a scnorparncularly that of tutoring or teaching of
younger children. Finally, it is proposed that some schools experiment witty
acting as agent for K)uth in placing him in fruitful settings outside the
school (not only l'or work .,experience, but through museums and other
cidiural institutions, for cultural enrichment as well) concurrent with his
continued schooling. .

The second proposal is a general encouragement for those innovations
//which involve a mixture of part-time work and part-time school, all the way

from a daily/ycl/to a trimester cycle. Where those ei_periments are already
lir progress,-th/ report calls for a careful revaluation of the results on...the

.objecept(s discussed .in P rt I. and not only the 'narrow objectives of
co?itive skills and job skill

. -
The third proposal recommends pilot programs involving a much more

intimate intermixture,ofIchool and work, carried out at the workplace. Thee
proposal is to incorporate youth into work orgatmations- with a portion of-
their time reserved for formal instruction. The change enysioned would
mean that persons of all ago in the work organization Would en,gage in a
mixturo of roles including learning, teaching, and work.

It is proposed that the principles of residential yo lk,communitio, in
which youth provide most of the evicis, have most f the authority, and

A carry most of the responsibility, be experimentally e?ttended to non-residen-
tial settings. A youth community can provide early assumption of
responsibility, and thus fulfill certain of the objectives that are necessary for
the transition to adulthood. Experimentation with non- residential cominy-
nities would increase our information about their benefits and liabilities,for
the youth within them.
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A sixth proPsed change' is the introduction, on a pilot basis, of
broadly-usable educational vouchers from age 16, equivalent in value tb the
average cost of four years of college Such vouched? would tie usable for a
wide-range of skill training as well as higher education.,THe existence of
such vouchers would put the decasion for further, training in the hands of
youth wh will themselves experience the consequences, and would likely
encour e wiser management of one's affairs than do current institutions 44

()ugh those'proposals are directed toward the humanizing of the common
hoolsw to make them more germane both to vocations and to the

, development of purpose- they are equally germane to higher education and
touch at the heart of developing a liberal arts study which allows young men
and women to study and simultaneously to act in manageable-size human
groups on their knowledge-as citizens, critics of society, and, most of all,
human beings.
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FOOTNOTES.

i
e S'proull, "Career 1 duration Boondoggles," Learning (cletohgr, 19'73),, Mar-,

gueritt and Robert Cantwell. "Career 1 dlication. Theory and ?rat. tice," The English
Machu (Septimiber 1973), R M. Agne and R. Nash, "School Counselors ',The
Consci 'rice of Career I duration" (The School Counseloi, 1973) XXI.09. 2.90-101, R. M.
Agne d R. Nash, "Career 1 duration -The Final Impoverishment of Learning?" (Peabody
Journ I of Education, 1973) 'I 245-254, R. .1 Nash ard 'R. 'Agne, "Career EducationA
liuma istic View " 1.RIC Cleanng [louse publication (January, 1,97/3'), pp 1-25, R. J'. MO
and R Agne. "Career Education Earning a Living or Living a Life"" -(Phi DeltaKappan,
1973) LI Vpp. 373-377. Some of the same reservatioxIk about the early history of "Career . . 'iduca ion" as an educational concept have been implicitly or explkttly,expressed by
career education's defenders i e- Corinne Rieder in her sNIE plannmOocument, the
Sy racc se Center in' its proposed NIL plan for C4reer )duration, the Jamt$ Colema .

comm ttce in it docuin'ent. Youth, and James, O'Toole, tri hiss Work ur-Arnerica7
. t

4"2 c bill m Section 406, Title IV, RE. 93-380. The relevant language Is. '`everyjduld
should, by the time he has completed secondary) school, be prevaed for .. full
panic pation in our society according to his or, ber ability ." "to enable penons to cope
with acceldrating change and absoleicence," "tp increase the relation between schools and .,
societ)t, "to relate the subject matter of ple curricula .. to the needs of persons to
function in society .. " Kenneth B Hoyt), 'An Introduction to Career ,Educatton," pp.
4-10; give} the following as the OE definition of Career Education, "Carew education can
be de ned generically as the totality iof/educstional expenence through which o c learns
about cork: . , , Work.centen around ifie basic human need for accomplishn efit and the /
broade societal surviv'ols peed for ptoducticrity .. ,enc,Itimpasing ecotiornit Atari (but}
Mini 'beyond this to.,the broadest aspect of productivIty-en one's top lifevstyle... .^
This " Ork" or "life it ork" is, through career educatioli to/be made "paint*, meaningful,
and sa isfying for each mdi'idua1 Later the paper su eVs thap peciplz may, discover,

.1

'James ir'Toole and others, Vork in,AtriencaValb ndge,,417), pp,. I:41-14S, fOre;axt,
"who ey are and "why they are" thniugh theiy "w rk its the sense of vocation.", Cf.

extensi e diseussitm, also ,Japc &tertian, Youth Transiaon to Adyirthood (Chicatr$, ,...i.
Z1974), ,., sim. / ,,,e, , - ../ ? . .. * . / ,tli

: Yti'l /G 4

e classical ignception of 7 d invEln Ci be Re Pubh,ca, V1, tu,
cf. foot ote 10 on f9.11nwing par. *Iv

? s
', :

a..
. , ' // ' ,17-,

6 ular puritanism a ""Caieer Cdue n 1 Wresting history. Some of the ,.
problem which the Career \Education pr nity early Aays had to do with its'`
adoption of the phrase, "the work-ethi Wbr's''77;er Protestant Ethic and.the ,,,,

*sv. sense wlt out the s,metions of Calv' isp onin (nedhingless arid becomes rpe ly a
laricbdtext. ,A.*".work ethic," in /. .Spirit of apitalism and Ifs applying t

manager's ,job. ethic.' The emphast Of moteoecent Careertducatton literatuie on incling.
a lifestyle and life purpose and, ithin those, fo,rms of non-alterived prodi7e activity
corrects the problenv created b the earliof misappropitotron of iveber. '

..

, / ,. lb/ ' 6 ' M
' ' / I /

sCE,L1. I. Marrou, A Il tory bf auccition in Atitiqui0London,1956)..p. 2i2-23,
310-13; . v

% ,
. , , ..

,.,6 This is put most coge tly in . A. G. Beck, "Concfusion," 6reqk Ellucatioi4.50-3504

el
7This analysis ofoAristotle is based on:that of Professor.T. M. Raysoi in his annual ,,

.. /

n /1ectures on Aristotle. , ,
-.., , ' ' . . /
: . ' . /

.
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8 Plato. The Republic. trans. B. Jowett (New York. 1(342). pp. 362.76

9Geoffrey Cnauc-er. -The Parliament of Fouls," Works. ed F N Robrnson (Nev.
jEtrYork. 1957). IL 71-77.

I°Cicero. De Re Publica, ed. and trans C. IA. Keyes (London. and Nev. Nork. 1928).
VI. in. 1 Cf W. H Stahl. Commentary on the Dream of Scam(Nev. Nork. 1952). p 11.
pp 1.1D-23. pp 24446 Macrobius explicitly denies the notion that only philosophers who
are men of leisure are 'blessed' and blesses policy makers community builders, and active
workers in the polls.

'See G Pare. A. Brunet and P Tremblay, La renaissance du Xlle sick (Pans and
Ottawa). passun cf Hastin s Rashdatl. passim. cited fn 33

.

I 2 Hugh 'of St Victor. Didascalzon. Mediel al Guide to the Arts, translated with an' intnidiistion by Jerome Taylor (New York. 1961). passim. cf. John of Salisbury.
Metalogicon of John of Saltsbur,v, translated by Daniel McGarry (Berkeley. 1955 ), passim.

13D W R ertson.e'Some Medics at Literary Terminology in (hretien de Troyes," SP,
XLV111 (1951 pp. 669.692 ,

14 John o lisbury's .Meta logicon is ?articular!) helpful to readers wishing to
understand the mixture of piety. Yocational motnes, will to galavant. and lose of learning
which inspired the medieval student in the liberal arts schools

151). W Robertson. "Some Medieval Literary Termmol ". passbn. tf, Robertson.
'The Doctrine of Chanty in Medieval Literary Gardens." Speculum. XXVI (1931), for an
additional explanation,

16
1). W. Robertson. A' lard anc.tHelotse (Nev. York. 1972). pp. 116.17

I 'Cf. Robertson. A belard and Heloise,pp. 84.97.

I SOtto
Von Simson. The Gorki c Cathedral Ongtns of Gothic Architecture and the

Medieval Concept of Order (Pnpceton. 1962). passim This theme has also been developed
by Emile Male. Erwin Panofsky. Louts Reau. and Phillip Febl, Fehl and Panofsky are
concerned with the Renaissance effort to make "art" and "architecture" liberal.

19

(($
B Emden. A Biographical Register of the linbersity of Oxford.lo A. D. 1500

rd. 1957.59); 3 cols., passim.

'411:21asies V's court included amo. Members a large number of people whose
primary occiipation.c.g_NicholasOresme. Raoul de Presles. and Philippe de Nfazieres and
others, was contemplatne'and intellectual. persons who were masters of the liberalarts of
1:vium and `quadnvium They were included itf court as translators of classical texts,
of the Bible and texts -on rulership..and as advisors to the king. Charles V had most of the
sigmficant then knov.-rt repertoire of classical learning translated Into French for his own
eclikatidn and his Use as a statesman building up the edifice of French law, French'

_military strategy. and French internal civic administration. A less,clear case can be made
for late fourteenth century England. although there is a good deal of evidence that
something like this war happerung alb in England. The court of Richard Du4ury, the
Bishop of Durham. was the rust to act'as a liberal arts center. Later a number of the

cular courts arose where Walter Burley, Sir Simon Burley, and a number of similar
Ox rd scholars and translatbrs beanie important courtiers and advisors. By the end of
the f. enth century. Henry of Lancaster, soon to become King of England as,Henry IV,

son. whb was to become Henry V, tutored in the standard classical texts,
particulZy th which might bear on the art of being. a prince. The notion was that the
art of state craft"gtured something of the contemplative and something of the active
knowledge of the nature of things in order to interpret what human beings ought to do.
One of the favorite books of the late fourteenth century court was Aegidius Romanus*-
theoretical book. De Regintine Principum, a classics-based, flea-scholastic book used both

22



as an introduction to the philosophy cs_f_pal s attid to practical state craft. It is not
accidental that a practiczl borwitteriffilo. Geoffrey Chaucer should waste a contemplatne
Parliament of Fouls about the ideal functioning of Parliament. a commentary on. and a
5tatern...-nt for. the Bntish Parliament in its dealings with a king who was soon to be cast
away as a 1!. rant The information comes out of my own researches in the late fourteenth
ontury royal courts in \ orthern Europe

)

21 Philippe Aries. L Enfant et La Vie Famau2Ie (Pans. 1964). pp 149.50

Of Peter r mus. Logihe of Peter Ramus. trans Roland Malmaine (Renaissance
dawns 3 1'69) passim Ramus makes logic into a kind of "pursuasne art" and

rhetonc. thus. ..-..orncs for his students an art concerned with sup'erficial prose decoration

23 Richard Foster nes. The Seventeenth Century `Sid
Thought and Liter/Pure j Bacon to Pope IStardcird. 19-15P
the background of tho form ion of the Royal Society

)es in the History of English
(is particularly helpful as to

C

24Kenneth Chariton. Education in Renaissance England

"Glades % Eliot. "IA hat is a Liberal Education." Early Reform in American Higher

(London. 19615). pp. 215-16.

Educenon (Chicago. 1972h pp. 25-26.

26 Cf Jan Van den Berg. The Changing %ature of Mans0ieve York. 1961 ).passim. but
especially the chapters on "Adults and Children- and-2-Netuci

27H. C Barnard. Education and the French Revolutiol,i0mbndge. 1969). pp.
212.13

26F
R. Leases. On Bentham and Coleridge (London. 19501. for a useful discussion.

29 John Henry Newman, Discourses on the Scope and .%ature of t.nn miry Education
(Dublin. 1852). pp 176-77.196. 285-6

30J S Mal. Inaugural Address Delnered to the lennersuy of St. Andrews (London.
1867i. cited Sanderson. p. 5.

3IT H. Huxley. Science and Education (London. 1902). passim

321 gamed this interpretation of Dickens' Hard Tones from Professor E. D. H. Johnson
of Princeton

33-Michael Sanderson. The Universities and British Industry 18604970 (London.
1972). p 8 Sanderson cites Hastings Rashdall. The Lniversities of Europe in the Middle
Ages. II. pt 11. pp 707. 712-3

34George E. Hossard. -The StaN IJz...,sersity in Amenca (1891)." Early Reform in
American Higher Education, pp. 125-37.

3S Cf. Paul A. Gilson. et al.. Of Education and Human Community (Lincoln. 1972). p.
32. cf. J. F. Scott and R. P. Lynton. The Community Factor in Modern Teehnology
(UNESCO. 1952). p. 15.

36Western Association accreditation report on Johnston College. Study Commission
on Undergraduate Educ5tion and the Education of Teachers' files.

37This topic is well treated in Kiirmeth Hoy t. "Ansu
Education.. ",unpublished paper. pp. 3-5V.

the Critics of Career

38Cf.
Michael Sanderson, The Universities and British lisdustrY. P.
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39
Paul Dressel. "The Impact of Higher Education on Student Attitudes. Values. and

Cntical Thinking Abilities." in Milton Shoben. Learning and the Professions (Athens,
1968). pp 105-124 The following stud'ss are cited as ping substantial esidence of this
modification James W Trent and Leland Medsker. Eklund High School. 4 Pr,s chosocio-
logical Stud) of 10.000 High School Graduates (San Francisco. 1968). Kenneth A.
Feldman and Theodore M. Newcomb. The Impact of College on Students (San Francisco,
1969) Gerald Gunn. " Impact During College." in A Degree and What Else' 4 Reiieli of
the Correlates and Consequences of a College Education, ed by Stepen Withey. et al .

draft prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (Ness York.
forthcoming) William G. Perry. Jr.. Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Del elopment in the
College Years New York. 1970), Lawrence Kohlberg. "State and Sequence The
eognitive-Developmental approach to Socialization." in Handbook. of Socialization
Theori and Research. ed David A Goslm (Chicago. 1969). Nesitt Sanford. ed.. The
4mencan College A Ps)chologwal and Social Interpretanon of Higher Learning (Nev.
York. 1962)

4°Career Education studies in psychology and career sounsellinge.ommonly are highly
vtdividual-centered and both assume the present industrial system and present lack of
community

41 Perhaps the most promising actrsity in this area is a consortium of the colleges
rientioned and others Ilkc thew dirostad toward inal.al.strenOisning and dissemination
of their modes of working. This sonsortium was deseloptd by Tom Pace of the Study.
Commission in 1973-74.

42
Thts is demonstrated ;Nam Phyllis Hamilton's report onCompeteno -Based Teacher

Education for OE-OPPE. avatlable Stanford Research Institute. cf. Noam Chomsky's
re-viev. of Skinner's Verbal Behatior and his "On Interpreting the World" Problems of
Knowledge and Freedom (New York. 1972). pp. 21- 22.47.48.

43James O'Toole. Work in America. 141-45

f4James Coleman and others, youth Transihon to Adulthood. pp. 14749.
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